CLASS REQUIREMENTS
Class: Townscapes
Dates: Sunday April 8, 2018
Times: 9am – 5pm
Tutor: Gillian Travis
Materials cost: nil
You must bring along the following:
□ A source photograph of a favourite townscape, a front view photo always works best
□ An iPad or similar would be useful but not essential
□ Paper scissors and fabric scissors, small 4 inch scissors are best for cutting tiny pieces of fabric
□ Pencil, fine black pen
□ Fine cotton patchwork fabric in the chosen townscape colours, students might like to look at the
source picture and try matching the colours, however they could also be changed
□ A piece of blue fabric for the sky, no bigger than A4 or A3
□ A piece of dark grey fabric for windows and white for window frames
□ HeatnBond Lite (the tutor prefers this to Bondaweb, it’s better for cutting small pieces)
□ Backing cloth, eg plain white fabric (no bigger than A3) this is to place the finished appliqué
□ A small iron and ironing pad would be useful but not essential (irons will be provided to share in
class)
□ A portable light box would be useful but not essential (light box will be provided to share in class)
If you need any more information please email Gillian at Gillian@gilliantravis.co.uk
Requirements to complete the project (at home): wadding, backing fabric, binding.
Sewing machines will be provided by sponsor companies so you don’t need to bring your own. A
technical assistant from that company will be available to assist any students who are unfamiliar
with that machine. If you prefer to bring your own sewing machine, you may, but please ensure it is
well maintained and that you bring the instruction manual, tools and accessories.
Suggestions: Please make sure you label everything with your name.
 We also recommend bringing a cushion in case your chair doesn’t suit your height
 A water bottle helps you stay hydrated
 Don’t forget to bring your glasses

